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Degree of convexity and product spaces 
EMANUELE CASINI 
Abstract. In the present paper, a necessary and sufficient condition for an J 1 -product of 
two Banach spaces to be 2-uniformly convex is given. 
Keywords: fc-uniform convexity, l1 -product, normal s t ructure 
Classification: 46B20 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
The notion of the n-dimensional volume enclosed by n -f 1 vectors xi,..., a:n +i 
in a Banach space E was introduced by Silverman [Si] in the following way: 
A(aľi,x2,...,a:n+i) = sup < det 
f 1 ... l x 
/ l ( * l ) ••• / l ( * n + l ) 
\ / n ( * l ) ••• / n ( * n + l ) / 
,/.є£Г,ц/.ц<i >. 
Let, for k = l , 2 , . . . , n - l,d* = dist(x f c,[xik+i,art+2,...,a?n + 1]) where [a? f c + 1,. . ., 
x n + i ] is the affine span of {xfc+i,... , x n + i } , and dn = ||a:n — a: n + i | | . Then we have 
the following inequalities (see [G-S] and [B-S]): did2...dn < A(#i,... , x n + i ) < 
nn/ 2did 2 . . . dn. In particular we shall use th<* above inequality for n = 2: 
Lemma 1 (see [G-S]). We have: A(x,y,z) < 2 \\x — y\\ dist(z,[a:,y]) for all 
x,y,z £ E. 
The following generalization of uniformly convex Banach spaces is due to Sulli-
van [Su]. Let first introduce the modulus of k-convexity of a Banach space E as 
follows: 
1 *+i 
« | ( e ) = » n f { l - j - ^ j - | | ^ x , - | | : \\Xi\\ <l, A(xux2,.. .xk+t) > e}. 
i = l 
We say that a Banach space E is k— UC if Sk(e) > 0 for all e > 0. Observe that 
1— UC spaces are exactly the uniformly convex spaces introduced by Clarkson [C], 
since A(a, 1,3:2) = ||a:i — ar2||. 
Recall that for a sequence of Banach spaces (En) and 1 < p < 00, the p-direct 
s u m 5 (]C ®En)p> -s the space of all sequences {xn}, where for each n , x n € En and 
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_C lkn||p < oo if 1 < p < oo or sup ||xn|l < oo if p = oo. The norm is respectively 
given by 
I IK) | | = ( ^ 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ ( 1 < p < co) or | | ( ^n ) | | = su P | | x n | | (p = co). 
The following proposition was proved in [G-S]: 
Proposition. Let 1 < p < oo. and (En) a sequence of Banach spaces. Then 
(_C ®En)p is 2— UC if and only if all but one of the En 's are 1— UC with a common 
modulus of convexity (i.e. ininS
l
E(e) > 0 for all e > 0) and the remaining space 
w2-UC. 
Generalizations of these results have been announced in [Y-W]. Of course the 
above proposition is not true in the cases p = 1, oo (take, for example, (X]n° ®h)i 
o r (Sn°®^-)oo)- We want to show that there are, however, some positive results 
for the direct sums also in the case p = 1. 
Main result. 
To be more precise we have the following: 
Theorem 1. Let E and F Banach spaces. Then the space (E © F)i is 2— UC if 
and only if E and F are 1—UC 
PROOF : Suppose (E © F)i is 2 - U C and, by absurdity that E is not 1 - U C 
Then there exists £ > 0, {# n } , {xn} C E such that 
| K | | < 1 , | |* ' n | |< l , \\xn-xn\\>e, | | s n + s 'n | | -*2. 
Take an = (fa/n ,y), 6n = ( | x n , y ) and cn = (0,2y) where y 6 F and ||y|| = | . 
Then 
A(an,6n,cn) > ||a» -6 n | |dis t (c n , [a n ,6 n ] ) > 
> \\\xn - *»IKmf(l|0 " 5(A*'n + (1 - A)x'n)|| + ||2y - (Ay + (1 - A)y)||)} > 
> | { i n f ( i | | A x n + ( l - A ) x : | | + | | y | | ) } > | . 
Now ||a„ + 6n + cn\\ = |||x'n + ±xn\\ + ||4y|| -> 3, so (E © F)x is not 2 - U C 
To prove the converse implication we need the following: 
Lemma 2. Let x and y two distinct vectors in a uniformly convex Banach space. 
Suppose that x,y =̂  0 and \\y\\ < \\x\\ < I. Define yz the "radial projection" of y on 
the sphere of radius ||a:||; i.e. y
x = | F | y, then we have: 
\\\{* + y)\\<\{M\ + h\\)-\\y\\f>\\\*-yz\\)-
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PROOF (See [B, p. 191]): Take now x = (xi,x2), y = (yi,y2) and z = (zi,z2) on 
the unit sphere of (E ® F)i such that A(x,y,z) > e. Suppose ||.ri|| < ||yi|| < ||zi|| 
(SO ||*2|| < UftH < ||x2||). 
We divide the proof in three cases: 
I. First of all, we show that it is impossible that: 
||*!' -y , | | , ||*,*1 - - , | | , ||yr - - , | | , ll-T -V2H, 114s -X2II, l|y2
IJ -X2II, 
are all less than e/16. In fact we have, by using Lemma 1: 
A(xy y, z) < 2\\x — z\\ dist (y[x, z]) < 
< 2(||*|| + | |- | |)raf| |y- (Ax + (1-A)-) | |< 
< 4inf{||y1 - (Ax, + (1 - A)-,)|| + ||y2 - (Ax2 + (1 - A)-2)||} < 
< 4{||y, - fcx, - (1 - fc)z, || + ||V2 - kx2 - (1 - fc)-2||} = 
= 4{||fc(yf - *.) + (1 - fc)(y*> - -OH + ||fc(v5» - x2)+ 
+ ( l - f c ) (y* . - - 2 ) | | }< 
(*) < 4{fc||vf - *,|| + (1 - fc)||y? - -, || + fc||y2*» - x2||+ 
+ ( l - fc ) | |y j»- , 2 | | }< 
< 4{fc M ||y, - xf || + (1 - fc)||yj> - -, || + fc||yf' - *2||+ 
llyi II 
<4{fc^ + ( l - f c ) ^ + fc^+(l-fc)^}=e/2, 
where fc =- Ifcflzjjfj = fffffffff , fc S (0,1). This is a contradiction. 
II. Suppose now that for one pair, for example xi,yi, we have: 
Ik?1 — 2/i || > £/16 but ||a?i|| < e/16. (The other case will follow easily from this 
case.) Then from (*) we obtain: 
A(x,y,z) < 4{fc||yr - *.|| +(1 - fc) fly* - -,||+ 
+ fc ||y2" - *2|| + ( l - k ) | | v ? - - . , . , } < 
<4{fc(||vMI + ll*ill) + (i-fc)lly,*1-*i|l+ 
+ fc||y**-x2|| + (l-fc)||y*» z2\\}< 
<4{fc| + ( l - f c ) ^ + fc^+(l-fc)^}<£ 
which is again an absurdity. 
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HI . By exclusion, a pair exists (for example xi,z\) such that: 
ll**1 - Vi II > e A 6 a n ^ 11*1 II > e / 1 6 - Then we have, by Lemma 2: 
II* + V + 4 = ||xi + Vl + ZJII + H.-2 + y2 + -all < 
<2||-"4---|| + ||*,|| + W + ||y4|| + ||*aBS 
< 2 ( M ± M - ||.-,||^(||*r - VilD) + ll-ill + IM + INI + INI < 
< 3 - | ^ ( e / 1 6 ) . 
Remark 1. The excluded cases, that is, the case in which one or more vectors are 
null or the case in which we have ||a;i || = ||yi || = \\z\ \\ are more easily to settle down 
and are left to the reader. 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 is not true in the case p = oo. Take (li © /2)oo and the 
three vectors: x = (ex,ei),yy = (e2,ei), z = (e3,ei). Then ||s|| = ||y|| = ||*|| = 1 
and: 
3 
l l^fe .eOH =Max(||e i +e 2 +e3 | | , ||3e.||) = 3, 
A(x, y, z) > \\x - y|| dist(*, [x, y]) = 
= Maxdld-call, ||ei~ei||)inf{Max(||e3-Aei^(l-A)e2||, | |ci-Aei-(l-A)ci||)} = 
= V5iirf(||c,-Aei-(1-A)e2||) = V& 
Remark 3. We recall that E has uniformly normal structure (UNS) if the "self-
Jung constant": 
Js(E) = sup{2ri4(A); A C E,A convex ,diamA. = 1} 
(where rji(A) = infsg^supygyi ||x — y||}) is strictly less then 2. In [A] Amir proved 
that lb— UC spaces have UNS, so a simple consequence of Theorem 1 is that if E 
and F are 1— UC then (E © F)i has UNS. The following more general question 
seems to be unsolved: If E and F have UNS, does the space (E © F)i has UNS? 
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